
Answer 

My definition of the characteristics of systems engineering is: 

 

A holistic, balanced approach. Systems engineering treats the problem, its environment, and 
the solution as a whole, not as a set of disconnected parts. The system and its environment 
have to be considered as an entity. Trade-offs between requirements, costs and timescales 
are an essential part of the work. 

 

Creativity and domain knowledge. Systems engineering demands intense creativity, 
particularly in the system requirements and architectural design processes. The role is far 
more than coordination and management of other people's work. Systems are made by 
people, and are the products of clever minds. Indeed, success or failure often turns on the 
ability of a single brilliant person. The systems engineer must also understand the design 
domain in some detail to make logical decisions. We need to immerse ourselves in (but not 
dictate) the detail of systems, and be sensitive to changes that might affect us. Committee-
driven approaches will not work. At different stages we need visionaries, inventors, makers, 
negotiators, organisers and implementers acting as part of a team. Process and tools are 
essential, but we must allow room for creativity, and sometimes use intuition instead of 
apparently hard facts. 

 

Coping with risk and change. Risk and human fallibility are constants in system development 
and operations. We have to predict the operating environment of the system we are 
constructing. The perfect design is beyond our reach, reason has its limitations, and life is 
not predictable. Yet the systems must still work reliably and safely. Continuous change is 
hard enough to handle and requires constant awareness of the business environment. 
Discontinuous change is even more difficult to survive. Although systems engineering is 
about prediction and direction, the future is only partially discernible. We cannot anticipate 
every problem, but we must build systems which can cope with change. 

 

Managing complexity. Modern systems are large, intricate and difficult to develop. They 
need discipline, organisation, traceability, planning, and allocation of responsibilities to 
ensure efficient development. Systems engineering processes and tools help contain the 
problems which result from this complexity, in both product and development process. 

 

Reusing experience. An intricate system like a car is built on a century's work by a million 
engineers. Few core concepts need be invented, and we must be humble in learning from 
the past. This requires sharing of what we know, in the form of best practice for products 
and processes. This should be based on reality more than dry theorising. 

 

A user-driven approach. Users are the experts at using the system. We have to build systems 
which satisfy them, or risk product or even business failure. Requirements management is 
therefore a key activity for the systems engineer, pervading the whole life cycle. 



Whole-life consideration. Systems have a natural cycle, from conception and birth, and then 
through useful life until disposal. They may live on, transformed through evolution, or 
spawn successor products, reusing parts of the original blueprints. They are often coupled 
to other systems with which they must co-evolve to survive. Early decisions may impact 
much later in a product life cycle, and systems engineering must be aware of the 
downstream consequences. 

 

Comprehension of multiple disciplines. Systems engineers inevitably interact with many 
specialist disciplines. They must understand enough about these specialist skills to know 
what is vital for success, and how to deploy them. Although systems engineers are 
generalists, they must never imagine that they can do what they want or succeed on their 
own. Systems engineering is a service to others, providing a realistic framework for 
specialist knowledge. 

 

Improving the performance of the team. Systems engineering involves many different roles 
through the life cycle. Developing a complex product is always a team effort, and 
methodologies must always take into account the interactions within a creative team. We 
must improve the teamwork to conquer difficult problems that no single person could have 
solved alone. The customer and the supplier must share risks from an early point, or the 
customer needs to take the systems engineering work to a point where risk is acceptable. 
The last few years have seen an increase in integrated stakeholder teams and concurrent 
engineering, based on partnership and information sharing. 

 

Management of information. Systems engineering is not a technical discipline like software 
or mechanical engineering because it defines the products to be implemented by others. 
Information modelling and management are essential to direct the system development. 

 

Linkage to business goals. Engineering of complex systems can succeed only within 
businesses providing trained staff, finances, facilities, practices and tools. Market-leading 
systems businesses commit to continuous system improvement, and spread these concepts 
through their supply chain. Systems engineering principles also apply to the building of 
those organisational support systems. 
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